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Reviewer's report:

The manuscript is well written and addresses an important research question of how sex and race/ethnicity relate to prevalence of unhealthy dieting behaviors. Below is a list of concerns that I have with each section.

* Abstract:

  o The aims are to examine socio-demographic differences in UDB and to examine how weight loss intentions (WLIs) are associated, but your results in your abstract deal mainly with the sex and race findings. What about your WLIs and perceptions of weight categories? Would like to see these findings mentioned in the abstract as well.

* Introduction:

  o The intro really focuses on different weight categories, underweight, overweight, and obese and how these different weight categories engage in UDB. However, your main findings deals with sex and racial difference - suggest re-work your intro to reflect this in your introduction.

  o Please list your aims and hypothesis in last paragraph.

* Methods:

  o Missing data was only reported for fasting UDB, was this the only variable that had missing data? Please clarify.

  o Typically the term socio-demographic refers to sex, age, level of education, and employment status. For this study, you are really assessing sex and race, not socioeconomic measures. So I would rephrase your aims to reflect this.
Timing of measures is not clear, where each of measures asked at each wave and when did that wave occur - was it annually. I realize that specifics of YRBSS are found on the CDC website, but the authors should provide a bit more information on this point in this manuscript.

* Results:

- Your analysis stratifies by sex, but would suggest that you first assess the interaction of sex in the model, before stratifying.

* Discussion section:

- Please restate your findings in lay terms in your first paragraph.
- You mention that you do not have SES in this study, do you not have parental education or job that you could use as proxy measure?
- Use the term sex rather than gender throughout.
- I feel like the discussion section is rather weak and should be expanded upon. For example, I would add to the rational on why Whites have more UDBs than other races/ethnic groups. You mention SES, but I would also add that cultural beliefs and body images in different cultures may explain some of this difference. I would add a bit more detail on potential mechanisms in the discussion.

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.
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Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
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